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1 IntrodutionSignryption. Enryption and signature shemes are fundamental ryptographi tools for providingprivay and authentiity, respetively, in the publi-key setting. Until very reently, they have beenviewed as important but distint basi building bloks of various ryptographi systems, and have beendesigned and analyzed separately. The separation between the two operations an be seen as a naturalone as enryption is aimed at providing privay while signatures are used to enable authentiation,and these are two fundamentally di�erent seurity goals. Yet learly, there are many settings whereboth are needed, perhaps the most basi one is in seure e-mailing, where eah message should beauthentiated and enrypted. A straightforward solution to o�ering simultaneously both privay andauthentiity might be to ompose the known solutions of eah of the two omponents. But given that theombination of the two seurity goals is suh a ommon and, in fat, basi task, it stands to reason thata tailored solution for the ombination should be given. Indeed, a ryptographi tool providing bothauthentiity and privay has usually been alled an authentiated enryption, but was mainly studied inthe symmetri setting [6, 5, 23℄. This paper will onentrate on the orresponding study in the publikey setting, and will use the term signryption to refer to a \joint signature and enryption". We remarkthat this term was originally introdued and studied by Zheng [36℄ with the primary goal of reahinggreater eÆieny than when arrying out the signature and enryption operations separately. As we willargue shortly, eÆieny is only one (albeit important) onern when designing a seure joint signatureand enryption. Therefore, we will use the term \signryption" for any sheme ahieving both privayand authentiity in the publi key setting, irrespetive of its performane, as long as it satis�es a formalde�nition of seurity we develop in this paper. Indeed, despite presenting some seurity arguments,most of the initial work on signryption [36, 37, 27, 20℄ laked formal de�nitions and analysis. Thispaper will provide suh a formal treatment, as well as give new general onstrutions of signryption.Signryption as a primitive? Before devoting time to the de�nition and design of (additional)signryption shemes one must ask if there is a need for de�ning signryption as a separate primitive.Indeed, maybe one should forgo this notion and always use a simple omposition of a signature andenryption? Though we show in the following that these ompositions, in many instanes, yield thedesired properties, we still laim that a separate notion of signryption is extremely useful. This is dueto several reasons. First, under ertain de�nitions of seurity (i.e., so alled CCA2-seurity as explainedin Setion 8), the straightforward omposition of a seure signature and enryption does not neessarilyyield a seure signryption. Seond, as we show in Setion 3, there are quite subtle and \non-obvious"issues with respet to signryption | espeially in the publi-key setting | whih need to be apturedin a formal de�nition. Third, there are other interesting onstrutions for signryption whih do notfollow the paradigm of sequentially omposing signatures and enryption. Fourth, designing tailoredsolutions might yield eÆieny (whih was the original motivation of Zheng [36℄). Finally, the usage ofsignryption as a primitive might oneptually simplify the design of omplex protools whih requireboth privay and authentiity (e.g., some key exhange protools; see [32℄).Summarizing the above disussion, we believe that the study of signryption as a primitive is im-portant and an lead to very useful, general as well as spei�, paradigms for ahieving privay andauthentiity at the same time.Our Results. This paper provides a formal treatment of signryption and analyzes several generalonstrutions for this primitive. In partiular, we note that the problem of de�ning signryption inthe publi key setting is more involved than the orresponding task in the symmetri setting studiedby [5, 23℄, due to the asymmetri nature of the former. For example, full-edged signryption needsto be de�ned in the multi-user setting, where subtle issues with users' identities need to be addressed.In ontrast, authentiated enryption in the symmetri setting an be fully de�ned in a muh simpler1



two-user setting. Lukily, we show that for all the generi shemes we address in this paper,1 it suÆesto analyze their seurity in the two-user setting, by giving a \semi-generi" generi transformation tothe multi-user setting.2We give two de�nitions for seurity of signryption depending on whether the adversary is an out-sider or a legal user of the network (i.e., either the sender or the reeiver). In both of these settings,we show that the ommon \enrypt-then-sign" (EtS) and \sign-then-enrypt" (StE) methods in fatyield a seure signryption, provided an appropriate de�nition of seurity is used. Moreover, when theadversary is an outsider, these omposition methods an atually provide stronger privay or authen-tiity properties for the resulting signryption sheme than the assumed seurity properties on the baseenryption or signature sheme. Spei�ally, the seurity of the base signature sheme an help amplifythe privay of EtS, while the seurity of the base enryption sheme an do the same to the authentiityof StE . We remark that these possibly \expeted" results are nevertheless somewhat surprising in lightof reent \negative" indiations from the symmetri setting [5, 23℄, and illustrate the need for rigorousde�nitions for seurity of signryption.In addition, we present a novel onstrution of signryption, whih we all \ommit-then-enrypt-and-sign" (CtE&S). Our sheme is a general way to onstrut signryption from any signature andenryption shemes, while utilizing in addition a ommitment sheme. This method is quite di�erentfrom the obvious sequential omposition paradigm. Moreover, unlike the previous sequential methods,the CtE&S method applies the expensive signature and enryption operations in parallel, whih ouldimply a gain in eÆieny. We also show that our onstrution naturally leads to a very eÆient way toimplement o�-line signryption, where the sender an prepare most of the authentiated iphertext inadvane (i.e., without knowing the plaintext) and perform very little on-line omputation.Finally and of independent interest, we disuss the de�nitional inadequay of the standard notion ofhosen iphertext (CCA2) seurity [14, 4℄. Motivated by our appliations to signryption, we show thatthe notion of CCA2-seurity is syntatially ill-de�ned, and leads to arti�ial examples of \intuitivelyCCA2-seure" shemes whih do not meet the formal de�nition (suh observations were also made by [8,9℄). We suggest a natural and very slight relaxation of CCA2-seurity, whih we all generalized CCA2-seurity (gCCA2). We show that gCCA2-seurity suÆes for all known uses of CCA2-seure enryption,while no longer su�ering from the de�nitional shortomings of the latter.Related Work. The initial works on signryption [36, 37, 27, 20℄ designed several signryptionshemes, whose \seurity" was informally based on various number-theoreti assumptions. Only reently(and independently of our work) Baek et al. [3℄ showed that the original sheme of Zheng [36℄ (basedon shortened ElGamal signatures) an be shown seure in the random orale model under the gapDiÆe-Hellman assumption.We also mention the works of [35, 30℄, whih used Shnorr signature to amplify the seurity ofElGamal enryption to withstand a hosen iphertext attak. However, the above works onentrateon providing privay, and do not provide authentiity, as required by our notion of signryption.Reently, muh work has been done about authentiated enryption in the symmetri (private-key)setting. The �rst formalizations of authentiated enryption in the symmetri setting were done by [22,6, 5℄. The works of [5, 23℄ disuss the seurity of generi omposition methods of a (symmetri)enryption and a message authentiation ode (MAC). In partiular, a lot of emphasis in these works isgiven to the study of suÆient onditions under whih a given omposition method an amplify (rather1Spei�ally, those that are designed from a general signature and enryption sheme (rather than in an \ad-ho"manner from a spei� number-theoreti assumption).2It is an interesting open question if one an redue multi-user seurity to the two-user seurity for arbitrary signryptionshemes, and not just the ones build from general signature and enryption.2



than merely preserve) the privay property of a given omposition method from the hosen plaintext(CPA) to the hosen iphertext (CCA2) level. From this perspetive, the \enrypt-then-ma" method| whih always ahieves suh an ampli�ation due to a \strongly unforgeable" MAC | was foundgenerially preferable to the \ma-then-enrypt" method, whih does so only in spei� (albeit veryuseful) ases [23℄. In ontrast, An and Bellare [1℄ study a symmetri question of under whih onditionsa \good" privay property on the base enryption sheme an help amplify the authentiity property inthe \ma-then-enrypt" (or \enrypt-with-redundany") method. On a positive side, they found thathosen iphertext seurity on the base enryption sheme is indeed suÆient for that purpose. As weshall see in Setion 4, all these results are very related to our results about \sign-then-enrypt" and\enrypt-then-sign" methods for signryption when the adversary is an \outsider".Another related paradigm for building authentiated enryption is the \enode-then-enipher" methodof [6℄: add randomness and redundany, and then enipher (i.e., apply a pseudorandom permutation)rather than enrypt. Even though a strong pseudorandom permutation is often more expensive thanenryption, [6℄ shows that very simple publi redundany funtions are suÆient | in ontrast to the\enrypt-with-redundany" method, where no publi redundany an work [1℄.Finally, we mention reently designed modes of operations for blok iphers that ahieve both privayand authentiity in the symmetri setting: RFC mode of [22℄, IACBC and IAPM modes of [21℄, OCBmode of [29℄, and SNCBC mode of [1℄.2 De�nitionsIn this setion we briey review the (publi-key) notions of enryption, signature and ommitmentshemes. In addition, we present our extended de�nition for CCA2.2.1 EnryptionSyntax. An enryption sheme onsists of three algorithms: E = (En-Gen;En;De). En-Gen(1k),where k is the seurity parameter, outputs a pair of keys (EK;DK). EK is the enryption key, whih ismade publi, and DK is the deryption key whih is kept seret. The randomized enryption algorithmEn takes as input a key EK and a message m from the assoiated message spaeM, and internally ipssome oins and outputs a iphertext e; we write e  EnEK(m). For brevity, we will usually omit EKand write e En(m). The deterministi deryption algorithm De takes as input the iphertext e, theseret key DK, and outputs some message m 2M, or ? in ase e was \invalid". We write m De(e)(again, omitting DK). We require that De(En(m)) = m, for any m 2M.Seurity of Enryption. When addressing the seurity of the shemes, we deal with two issues:what we want to ahieve (seurity goal) and what are the apabilities of the adversary (attak model).In this paper we will talk about the most ommon seurity goal: indistinguishability of iphertexts [17℄,whih we will denote by IND. A related notion of non-malleability will be briey disussed in Setion 8.Intuitively, indistinguishability means that given a randomly seleted publi key, no PPT (probabilis-ti polynomial time) adversary A an distinguish enryptions of any two messages m0;m1 hosen byA: En(m0) � En(m1). Formally, we require that for any PPT A, whih runs in two stages, �nd andguess, we havePr h b = ~b ��� (EK;DK) En-Gen(1k); (m0;m1; �) A(EK; �nd);b R f0; 1g; e EnEK(mb); ~b A(e; �; guess) i � 12 + negl(k)Here and elsewhere negl(k) is some negligible funtion in the seurity parameter k, and � is some internalstate information A saves and uses in the two stages.3



We now turn to the seond issue of seurity of enryption | the attak model. We onsider threetypes of attak: CPA, CCA1 and CCA2. Under the hosen plaintext (or CPA) attak, the adversary is notgiven any extra apabilities other than enrypting messages using the publi enryption key. A morepowerful type of hosen iphertext attak gives A aess to the deryption orale, namely the abilityto derypt arbitrary iphertexts of its hoie. The �rst of this type of attak is the lunh-time (CCA1)attak [28℄, whih gives aess only in the �nd stage (i.e., before the hallenge iphertext e is given).The seond is CCA2 on whih we elaborate in the following.CCA2 Attaks. The adaptive hosen iphertext attak [14℄ (CCA2) gives aess to the deryptionorale in the guess stage as well. As stated, the CCA2 attak does not make sense sine A an simplyask to derypt the hallenge e. Therefore, we need to restrit the lass of iphertexts e0 that A angive to the deryption orale in the guess stage. The minimal restrition is to have e0 6= e, whih isthe way the CCA2 attak is usually de�ned. As we will argue in Setion 8, stopping at this minimal(and needed) restrition in turn restrits the lass of enryption shemes that we intuitively view asbeing \seure". In partiular, it is not robust to syntati hanges in the enryption (e.g., appendinga harmless random bit to a seure enryption suddenly makes it \inseure" against CCA2). Leavingfurther disussion to Setion 8, we now de�ne a speial ase of the CCA2 attak whih does not su�erfrom the above syntati limitations and suÆes for all the uses of the CCA2-seure enryption we areaware of.We �rst generalize the CCA2 attak with respet to some equivalene relation R(�; �) on the ipher-texts. R is de�ned as part of the enryption sheme, it an depend on the publi key EK, but must havethe following property: if R(e1; e2) = true) De(e1) = De(e2). We all suh R deryption-respeting.Now A is forbidden to ask any e0 equivalent to e, i.e. R(e; e0) = true. Sine R is reexive, this at leastrules out e, and sine R is deryption-respeting, it only restrits iphertexts that derypt to the samevalue as the deryption of e (i.e. mb). We note that the usual CCA2 attak orresponds to the equalityrelation. Now we say that the enryption sheme is seure against generalized CCA2 (or gCCA2) if thereexists some eÆient deryption-respeting relation R w.r.t. whih it is CCA2-seure. For example,appending a harmless bit to gCCA2-seure enryption or doing other easily reognizable manipulationstill leaves it gCCA2-seure.We remark that the notion of gCCA2-seurity was reently proposed in [33℄ (under the name be-nign malleability) for the ISO publi key enryption standard. In the private-key setting, [23℄ usesequivalenes relations to de�ne \loose iphertext unforgeability".2.2 SignaturesSyntax. A signature sheme onsists of three algorithms: S = (Sig-Gen;Sig;Ver). Sig-Gen(1k), wherek is the seurity parameter, outputs a pair of keys (SK;VK). SK is the signing key, whih is kept seret,and VK is the veri�ation key whih is made publi. The randomized signing algorithm Sig takes asinput a key SK and a message m from the assoiated message spaeM, internally ips some oins andoutputs a signature s; we write s SigSK(m). We will usually omit SK and write s  Sig(m). Wlog,we will assume that the message m an be determined from the signature s (e.g., is part of it), andwrite m = Msg(s) to denote the message whose signature is s. The deterministi veri�ation algorithmVer takes as input the signature s, the publi key VK, and outputs the answer a whih is either sueed(signature is valid) or fail (signature is invalid). We write a Ver(s) (again, omitting VK). We requirethat Ver(Sig(m)) = sueed, for any m 2M.Seurity of Signatures. As with the enryption, the seurity of signatures addresses two issues:what we want to ahieve (seurity goal) and what are the apabilities of the adversary (attak model). Inthis paper we will talk about the the most ommon seurity goal: existential unforgeability [18℄, denoted4



by UF. This means that any PPT adversary A should have a negligible probability of generating a validsignature of a \new" message. To larify the meaning of \new", we will onsider the following twoattak models. In the no message attak (NMA), A gets no help besides VK. In the hosen messageattak (CMA), in addition to VK, the adversary A gets full aess to the signing orale Sig, i.e. A isallowed to query the signing orale to obtain valid signatures s1; : : : ; sn of arbitrary messages m1; : : : ;mnadaptively hosen by A (notie, NMA orresponds to n = 0). Naturally, A is onsidered suessful onlyif it forges a valid signature s of a message m not queried to signing orale: m 62 fm1 : : : mng. Wedenote the resulting seurity notions by UF-NMA and UF-CMA, respetively.We also mention a slightly stronger type of unforgeability alled strong unforgeability, denoted sUF.Here A should not only be unable to generate a signature of a \new" message, but also be unable togenerate even a di�erent signature of an already signed message, i.e. s 62 fs1; : : : ; sng. This only makessense for the CMA attak, and results in a seurity notion we denote by sUF-CMA.2.3 CommitmentSyntax. A (non-interative) ommitment sheme onsists of three algorithms: C = (Setup;Commit;Open). The setup algorithm Setup(1k), where k is the seurity parameter, outputs a publi ommitmentkey CK (possibly empty, but usually onsisting of publi parameters for the ommitment sheme). Givena message m from the assoiated message spae M (e.g., f0; 1gk), CommitCK(m; r) (omputed usingthe publi key CK and additional randomness r) produes a ommitment pair (; d), where  is theommitment to m and d is the deommitment. We will usually omit CK and write (; d) Commit(m).Sometimes we will write (m) (resp. d(m)) to denote the ommitment (resp. deommitment) partof a randomly generated (; d). The last (deterministi) algorithm OpenCK(; d) outputs m if (; d) isa valid pair for m (i.e. ould have been generated by Commit(m)), or ? otherwise. We require thatOpen(Commit(m)) = m for any m 2M.Seurity of Commitment. Regular ommitment shemes have two seurity properties:Hiding. No PPT adversary an distinguish the ommitments to any two message of its hoie: (m1) �(m2). That is, (m) reveals \no information" about m. Formally, for any PPT A whih runs in twostages, �nd and guess, we havePr hb = ~b ��� CK Setup(1k); (m0;m1; �) A(CK; �nd);b R f0; 1g; (; d)  CommitCK(mb);~b A(; �; guess) i � 12 + negl(k)Binding. Having the knowledge of CK, it is omputationally hard for the adversary A to ome up with; d; d0 suh that (; d) and (; d0) are valid ommitment pairs for m and m0, but m 6= m0 (suh a triple; d; d0 is said to ause a ollision). That is, A annot �nd a value  whih it an open in two di�erentways.Relaxed ommitments. We will also onsider relaxed ommitment shemes, where the (strit) bind-ing property above is replaed by the Relaxed Binding property: for any PPT adversary A, havingthe knowledge of CK, it is omputationally hard for A to ome up with a message m, suh that when(; d) Commit(m) is generated, A(; d;CK) produes, with non-negligible probability, a value d0 suhthat (; d0) is a valid ommitment to some m0 6=m. Namely, A annot �nd a ollision using a randomlygenerated (m), even for m of its hoie.To justify this distintion, �rst reall the onepts of ollision-resistant hash funtion (CRHF) familiesand universal one-way hash funtion (UOWHF) families. For both onepts, it is hard to �nd a ollidingpair x 6= x0 suh that H(x) = H(x0), where H is a funtion randomly hosen from the orrespondingfamily. However, with CRHF, we �rst selet the funtion H, and for UOWHF the adversary has to5



selet x before H is given to it. By the result of Simon [34℄, UOWHF's are stritly weaker primitivethan CRHF (in partiular, they an be built from regular one-way funtions [25℄). We note two lassialresults about (regular) ommitment shemes: the onstrution of suh a sheme by [11, 19℄, and thefolklore \hash-then-ommit" paradigm (used for ommitting to long messages by hashing them �rst).Both of these results require the use of CRHF's, and it is easy to see that UOWHF's are not suÆientto ensure (strit) binding for either one of them. On the other hand, it is not very hard to see thatUOWHF's suÆe to ensure relaxed binding in both ases. Hene, basing some onstrution on relaxedommitments (as we will do in Setion 5) has its merits over regular ommitments.Trapdoor Commitments. We also de�ne a very useful lass of ommitment shemes, known as(non-interative) trapdoor ommitments [7℄ or hameleon hash funtions [24℄. In these shemes the setupalgorithm Setup(1k) outputs a pair of keys (CK;TK). That is, in addition to the publi ommitment keyCK, it also produes a trapdoor key TK. Like regular ommitments, trapdoor ommitments satisfy thehiding property and (possibly relaxed) binding properties. Additionally, they have an eÆient swithingalgorithm Swith, whih allows one to �nd arbitrary ollisions using the trapdoor key TK.Trapdoor Collisions. Given any ommitment pair (; d) to some message m and any message m0,SwithTK((; d);m0) outputs a valid ommitment pair (; d0) to m0 (note,  is the same!). Moreover,having the knowledge of CK, it is omputationally hard to ome up with two messages m;m0 suhthat the adversary an distinguish CommitCK(m0) from SwithTK(CommitCK(m);m0). Namely, a trueommitment pair for m0 looks the same as a faked ommitment pair for m0 (obtained from a randompair for m).We note that the trapdoor ollisions property is muh stronger (and easily implies) the hiding property(sine the swithing algorithm does not hange (m)). Moreover, the hiding property is information-theoreti. We also note that very eÆient trapdoor ommitment shemes exist based on fatoring [24, 31℄or disrete log [24, 7℄. In partiular, the swithing funtion requires just one modulo addition and onemodulo multipliation for the disrete log based solution. Less eÆient onstrutions based on moregeneral assumptions are known as well [24℄.3 De�nition of Signryption in the Two-user SettingThe de�nition of signryption is a little bit more involved than the orresponding de�nition of authenti-ated enryption in the symmetri setting. Indeed, in the symmetri setting, we only have one spei�pair of users who (1) share a single key; (2) trust eah other; (3) \know who they are"; and (4) areabout being proteted from \the rest of the world". In ontrast, in the publi key setting eah user inde-pendently publishes its publi keys, after whih it an send/reeive messages to/from any other user. Inpartiular, (1) eah user should have an expliit identity (i.e., its publi key); (2) eah signryption hasto expliitly ontain the (presumed) identities of the sender S and the reeiver R; (3) eah user shouldbe proteted from every other user. This suggests that signryption should be de�ned in the multi-usersetting. Lukily, however, all our signryption shemes will be omposed from general signature andenryption shemes as building bloks. And we will show that for suh shemes there is a \generitransformation" (see Setion 7) from two- to multi-user seurity. In other words, for our purposes wean �rst de�ne and study the ruial properties of signryption in the stand-alone two-user setting, andthen add identities to our de�nitions and onstrutions to ahieve the full-edged multi-user seurity.
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3.1 Some Philosophy: Two- vs. Multi-user SeurityAs we shall see, �rst starting from the two-user setting will have ertain advantages. For one thing,there are quite a few subtle issues with de�ning the seurity of signryption even in the simpler two-user setting, whih makes it a non-trivial starting point before moving to the more omplex setting.Seondly, we already mentioned that it will make our presentation muh learer at no ost, sine ourspei� shemes an be easily extended to the multi-user setting. More importantly, however, there isone more oneptual reason for distinguishing two-user and multi-user settings.Essentially, it turns out that the major additional issue addressed in the multi-user (but not in thetwo-user) setting is that of identity fraud. Namely, sine identities have to be expliitly inluded witheah signryption in the multi-user setting, it should be hard to tamper with these identities without thereipient notiing the di�erene. For example, if Alie sends some message to Bob, the adversary shouldnot be able to modify the signryption so that Bob thinks that the message (possibly unknown to theadversary) atually ame from some other party Charlie. Similarly, the adversary should not be able toonvine Charlie that Alie sent this message to him rather than to Bob. On the other hand, seurityin the two-user setting more or less ensures that there are no other attaks on the signryption besidetrying to tamper with the identities. In partiular, if the identity of the sender and the reipient areknown a-priori, the basi signryption is ompletely private (adversary annot understand the message),and authenti (adversary annot onvine Bob that Alie send him some message that she did not sent).Put di�erently, two-user seurity ignores the issue of identities and guarantees there are no weaknessesin the way the signryption itself is built.We feel that this separation is quite important both for our understanding of what \seure signryp-tion" is, as well as how to design and analyze signryption shemes. Consider, for example, a very simpleEtS sheme, where the sender Alie �rst enrypts the message with the reipient's Bob publi key, andthen signs the resulting iphertext (with her signing key). As we will show later, EtS is \seure" inthe two-user setting. On the other hand, in the multi-user setting the adversary Eve an easily \strip"Alie's \outside" signature and replae it with his own signature, onvining Bob that the message (pos-sibly unknown to Eve!) ame from him. Notie that this attak did not really expose any weaknessesin the signature or the enryption sheme: and, indeed, it ould not sine the sheme is seure in thetwo-user setting. Of ourse, we will show in Setion 7 a very simple �x to the EtS sheme above to makeit seure even in the multi-user setting. However, the above example illustrates the usefulness of ourseparation: treating EtS in the two-user setting allows for a very lean justi�ation that the messageis seurely hidden inside the signed iphertext, while starting right away with multi-user setting makesthe sheme more omplex, the argument less elegant, and the intuition less transparent.Of ourse, in general one ertainly needs to prove the multi-user seurity of the proposed sheme, sineidentity fraud protetion is very important. We therefore suggests the following methodology. First oneshould to design a signryption sheme whih is seure in the two-user setting, whih typially providesa good intuition behind the basi sheme. Ones this is done, one should see what (if anything) \goeswrong" in the multi-user setting, and see if some simple measures an \�x" the problem. Of ourse,this methodology is not universal, but it ertainly works in our ase and makes our presentation muhmore transparent. Finally, we will see that there are quite a few subtle issues with de�ning the seurityof signryption even in the muh simpler two-user setting, whih additionally justi�es our two-levelapproah.Summarizing the above disussion, for now we onentrate on a simple two-user setting, postponingthe extension to multi-user setting to Setion 7.
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3.2 Two Seurity Notions in the Two-User SettingSyntax. A signryption sheme SC onsists of three algorithms: SC = (Gen;SigEn;VerDe). Thealgorithm Gen(1k), where k is the seurity parameter, outputs a pair of keys (SDK;VEK). SDK is theuser's sign/derypt key, whih is kept seret, and VEK the user's verify/enrypt key, whih is madepubli. Note, that in the signryption setting all partiipating parties need to invoke Gen. For a userP , denote its keys by SDKP and VEKP . The randomized signryption (sign/enrypt) algorithm SigEntakes as input the sender S's seret key SDKS and the reeiver R's publi key VEKR and a messagem from the assoiated message spae M, and internally ips some oins and outputs a signryption(iphertext) u; we write u  SigEn(m) (omitting SDKS , VEKR). The deterministi de-signryption(verify/derypt) algorithm VerDe takes as input the signryption (iphertext) e, the reeiver R's seretkey SDKR and the sender S's publi key VEKS , and outputs m 2M[f?g, where ? indiates that themessage was not enrypted or signed properly. We write m  VerDe(u) (again, omitting the keys).We require that VerDe(SigEn(m)) = m, for any m 2M.Seurity of Signryption. Fix the sender S and the reeiver R. Intuitively, we would like to saythat S's authentiity is proteted, and R's privay is proteted. We will give two formalizations ofthis intuition. The �rst one assumes that the adversary A is an outsider who only knows the publiinformation pub = (VEKR;VEKS). We all suh seurity Outsider seurity. The seond, stronger notion,protets S's authentiity even against R, and R's privay even against S. Put in other words, it assumesthat the adversary A is a legal user of the system. We all suh seurity Insider seurity.Outsider Seurity. We de�ne it against the strongest seurity notions on the signature (analogsof UF-CMA or sUF-CMA) and enryption (analogs of IND-gCCA2 or IND-CCA2), and weaker notionsould easily be de�ned as well. We assume that the adversary A has the publi information pub =(VEKS ;VEKR). It also has orale aess to the funtionalities of both S and R. Spei�ally, it anmount a hosen message attak on S by asking S to produe signryption u of an arbitrary messagem. In other words, A has aess to the signryption orale. Similarly, it an mount a hosen iphertextattak on R by giving R any andidate signryption u and reeiving bak the message m (where mould be ?), i.e. A has aess to the de-signryption orale. Notie, A annot by itself run eitherthe signryption or the de-signryption orales due to the lak of orresponding seret keys SDKS andSDKR.To break the UF-CMA seurity of the signryption sheme, A has to ome up with a valid signryptionu of a \new" message m, whih it did not ask S to signrypt earlier (notie, A is not required to \know"m when produing u). The sheme is Outsider-seure in the UF-CMA sense if any PPT A has a negligiblehane of sueeding. (For sUF-CMA, A only has to produe u whih was not returned by S earlier.)To break the indistinguishability of the signryption sheme, A has to ome up with two messages m0andm1. One of these will be signrypted at random, the orresponding signryption u will be given to A,and A has to guess whih message was signrypted. To sueed in the CCA2 attak, A is only disallowedto ask R to de-signrypt the hallenge u. For gCCA2 attak, similarly to the enryption senario, we�rst de�ne CCA2 attak against a given eÆient deryption-respeting relation R (whih ould dependon pub = (VEKR;VEKS) but not on any of the seret keys). As before, deryption-respeting means thatR(u; u0) = true ) VerDe(u) = VerDe(u0). Thus, CCA2 attak w.r.t. R disallows A to de-signryptany u0 equivalent to the hallenge u. Now, for Outsider-seurity against CCA2 w.r.t. R, we requirePr[A sueeds℄ � 12 + negl(k). Finally, the sheme is Outsider-seure in the IND-gCCA2 sense if it isOutsider-seure against CCA2 w.r.t. some eÆient deryption-respeting R.Insider Seurity. We ould de�ne Insider seurity in a similar manner by de�ning the apabili-ties of A and its goals. However, it is muh easier to use already existing seurity notions for sig-nature and enryption shemes. Moreover, this will apture the intuition that \signryption = sig-8



nature + enryption". More preisely, given any signryption sheme SC = (Gen;SigEn;VerDe),we de�ne the orresponding indued signature sheme S = (Sig-Gen;Sig;Ver) and enryption shemeE = (En-Gen;En;De).� Signature S. The generation algorithm Sig-Gen runs Gen(1k) twie to produe two key pairs(SDKS ;VEKS) and (SDKR;VEKR). Let pub = fVEKS ;VEKRg be the publi information. We setthe signing key to SK = fSDKS ; pubg, and the veri�ation key to VK = fSDKR; pubg. Namely,the publi veri�ation key (available to the adversary) ontains the seret key of the reeiver R.To sign a message m, Sig(m) outputs u = SigEn(m), while the veri�ation algorithm Ver(u) runsm VerDe(u) and outputs sueed i� m 6= ?. We note that the veri�ation is indeed polynomialtime sine VK inludes SDKR.� Enryption E. The generation algorithm En-Gen runs Gen(1k) twie to produe two key pairs(SDKS ;VEKS) and (SDKR;VEKR). Let pub = fVEKS ;VEKRg be the publi information. We setthe enryption key to EK = fSDKS ; pubg, and the deryption key to DK = fSDKR; pubg. Namely,the publi enryption key (available to the adversary) ontains the seret key of the sender S.To enrypt a message m, En(m) outputs u = SigEn(m), while the deryption algorithm De(u)simply outputs VerDe(u). We note that the enryption is indeed polynomial time sine EKinludes SDKS.We say that the signryption is Insider-seure against the orresponding attak (e.g. gCCA2/CMA) onthe privay/authentiity property, if the orresponding indued enryption/signature is seure againstthe same attak.3 We will aim to satisfy IND-gCCA2-seurity for enryption, and UF-CMA-seurity forsignatures.3.3 Some DisussionShould we Require Non-Repudiation? We note that the onventional notion of digital signaturessupports non-repudiation. Namely, the reeiver R of a orretly generated signature s of the messagem an hold the sender S responsible to the ontents of m. Put di�erently, s is unforgeable and publilyveri�able. On the other hand, non-repudiation does not automatially follow from the de�nition ofsignryption. Signryption only allows the reeiver to be onvined that m was sent by S, but does notneessarily enable a third party to verify this fat.We believe that non-repudiation should not be part of the de�nition of signryption seurity, butwe will point out whih of our shemes ahieves it. Indeed, non-repudiation might be needed in someappliations, while expliitly undesirable in others (e.g., this issue is the essene of undeniable [10℄ andhameleon [24℄ signature shemes).Insider vs. Outsider seurity. We illustrate some of the di�erenes between Insider and Outsiderseurity. For example, Insider-seurity for authentiity implies non-repudiation \in priniple". Namely,non-repudiation is ertain at least when the reeiver R is willing to reveal its seret key SDKR (sinethis indues a regular signature sheme), or may be possible by other means (like an appropriate zero-knowledge proof). In ontrast, Outsider-seurity leaves open the possibility that R an generate |using its seret key | valid signryptions of messages that were not atually sent by S. In suh a ase,non-repudiation annot be ahieved no matter what R does.3One small tehniality for the gCCA2-seurity. Reall, the equivalene relation R an depend on the publi enryptionkey | in this ase fSDKS ; pubg. We strengthen this and allow it to depend only on pub (i.e. disallow the dependene onsender's seret key SDKS). 9



Despite the above issues, however, it might still seem that the distintion between Insider- andOutsider-seurity is a bit ontrived, espeially for privay. Intuitively, the Outsider-seurity protetsthe privay of R when talking to S from outside intruders, who do not know the seret key of S. Onthe other hand, Insider-seurity assumes that the sender S is the intruder attaking the privay of R.But sine S is the only party that an send valid signryptions from S to R, this seems to make littlesense. Similarly for authentiity, if non-repudiation is not an issue, then Insider-seurity seems to makelittle sense; as it assumes that R is the intruder attaking the authentiity of S, and simultaneously theonly party that needs to be onvined of the authentiity of the (reeived) data. And, indeed, in manysettings Outsider-seurity might be all one needs for privay and/or authentiity. Still, there are someases where the extra strength of the Insider-seurity might be important. We give just one example.Assume an adversary A happens to steal the key of S. Even though now A an send fake messages\from S to R", we still might not want A to understand previous (or even future) reorded signryptionssent from honest S to R. Insider-seurity will guarantee this fat, while the Outsider-seurity mightnot.Finally, we note that ahieving Outsider-seurity ould be signi�antly easier than Insider-seurity.One suh example will be seen in Theorems 2 and 3. Other examples are given in [2℄, who show thatauthentiated enryption in the symmetri setting ould be used to build Outsider-seure signryptionwhih is not Insider-seure. To summarize, one should arefully examine if one really needs the extraguarantees of Insider-seurity.4 Two Sequential Compositions of Enryption and SignatureIn this setion, we will disuss two methods of onstruting signryption shemes that are based onsequential generi omposition of enryption and signature: enrypt-then-sign (EtS) and sign-then-enrypt (StE).Syntax. Let E = (En-Gen;En;De) be an enryption sheme and S = (Sig-Gen;Sig;Ver) be asignature sheme. Both EtS and StE have the same generation algorithm Gen(1k). It runs (EK;DK) En-Gen(1k), (SK;VK)  Sig-Gen(1k) and sets VEK = (VK;EK), SDK = (SK;DK). To desribe thesignryptions from sender S to reeiver R more ompatly, we use the shorthands SigS(�), EnR(�),VerS(�) and DeR(�) indiating whose keys are used but omitting whih spei� keys are used, sine thelatter is obvious (indeed, SigS always uses SKS , EnR | EKR, VerS | VKS and DeR | DKR).Now, we de�ne \enrypt-then-sign" sheme EtS by u  SigEn(m; (SKS;EKR)) = SigS(EnR(m)).To de-signrypt u, we let ~m = DeR(Msg(u)) provided VerS(u) = sueed, and ~m = ? otherwise. Wethen de�ne VerDe(u; (DKR;VKS)) = ~m. Notie, we do not mention (EKS ;DKS) and (SKR;VKR), sinethey are not used to send the message from S to R. Similarly, we de�ne \sign-then-enrypt" sheme StEby u SigEn(m; (SKS;EKR)) = EnR(SigS(m)). To de-signrypt u, we let s = DeR(u), and set ~m =Msg(s) provided VerS(s) = sueed, and ~m = ? otherwise. We then de�ne VerDe(u; (DKR;VKS)) = ~m.Insider-seurity. We now show that both EtS and StE are seure omposition paradigms. That is,they preserve (in terms of Insider-seurity) or even improve (in terms of Outsider-seurity) the seurityproperties of E and S. We start with Insider-seurity.Theorem 1 If E is IND-gCCA2-seure, and S is UF-CMA-seure, then EtS and StE are both IND-gCCA2-seure and UF-CMA-seure in the Insider-seurity model.The simple proof of this result is given in Appendix A. However, we remark the ruial use of gCCA2-seurity when proving the seurity of EtS. Indeed, we an all two signryptions u1 and u2 equivalent for10



EtS, if eah ui is a valid signature (w.r.t. S) of ei = Msg(ui), and e1 and e2 are equivalent (e.g., equal)w.r.t. to the equivalene relation of E . In other words, a di�erent signature of the same enryptionlearly orresponds to the same message, and we should not reward the adversary for ahieving suh atrivial4 task.Remark 1 We note that StE ahieves non-repudiation. On the other hand, EtS might not ahieveobvious non-repudiation, exept for some speial ases. One suh important ase onerns enryptionshemes, where the deryptor an reonstrut the randomness r used by the enryptor. In this ase,presenting r suh that EnR(m; r) = e, and u is a valid signature of e yields non-repudiation.We note that, for the Insider-seurity in the publi-key setting, we annot hope to amplify the seurityof the \base" signature or enryption, unlike the symmetri setting, where a proper use of a MAC allowsone to inrease the privay from CPA to CCA2-seurity (see [5, 23℄). For example, in the Insider-seurityfor enryption, the adversary is ating as the sender and holds the signing key. Thus, it is obvious thatthe use of this signing key annot protet the reeiver and inrease the quality of the enryption. Similarargument holds for signatures. Thus, the result of Theorem 1 is the most optimisti we an hope forin that it at least preserves the seurity of the base signature and enryption, while simultaneouslyahieving both funtionalities.Outsider-seurity. On the other hand, we show that in the weaker Outsider-seurity model, it ispossible to amplify the seurity of enryption using signatures, as well as the seurity of signatures usingenryption, exatly like in the symmetri setting [5, 23, 1℄. This shows that Outsider-seurity model isquite similar to the symmetri setting: namely, from the adversarial point of view the sender and thereeiver \share" the seret key (SDKS;SDKR).Theorem 2 If E is IND-CPA-seure, and S is UF-CMA-seure, then EtS is IND-gCCA2-seure in theOutsider- and UF-CMA-seure in the Insider-seurity models.The formal proof is given in Appendix B. Intuitively, either the de-signryption orale always returns? to the gCCA2-adversary, in whih ase it is \useless" and IND-CPA-seurity of E is enough, or theadversary an submit a valid signryption u = Sig(En(�)) to this orale, in whih ase it breaks theUF-CMA-seurity of the \outside" signature S.Theorem 3 If E is IND-gCCA2-seure, and S is UF-NMA-seure, then StE is IND-gCCA2-seure in theInsider- and UF-CMA-seure in the Outsider-seurity models.The formal proof is given in Appendix C. Intuitively, the IND-gCCA2-seurity of the \outside" enryp-tion E makes the CMA attak of UF-CMA-adversary A \useless", by e�etively hiding the signaturesorresponding to A's queried messages, hene making the attak redued to NMA.5 Parallel Enrypt and SignSo far we onentrated on two basi sequential omposition methods, \enrypt-then-sign" and \sign-then-enrypt". Another natural generi omposition method would be to both enrypt the message andsign the message, denoted E&S. This operation simply outputs a pair (s; e), where s  SigS(m) ande EnR(m). One should observe that E&S preserves the authentiity property but obviously does notpreserve the privay of the message as the signature s might reveal information about the message m.4The task is indeed trivial in the Insider-seurity model, sine the adversary has the signing key.11



Moreover, if the adversary knows that m 2 fm0;m1g (as is the ase for IND-seurity), it an see if s isa signature of m0 or m1, thus breaking IND-seurity. This simple observation was also made by [5, 23℄.However, we would like to stress that this sheme has a great advantage: it allows one to parallelize theexpensive publi key operations, whih ould imply signi�ant eÆieny gains.Thus, the question whih arises is under whih onditions an we design a seure signryption shemewhih would also yield itself to eÆieny improvements suh as parallelization of operations. Moreonretely, there is no reason why we should apply EnR and SigS to m itself. What if we apply someeÆient \pre-proessing" transformation T to the message m, whih produes a pair (; d), and thensign  and enrypt d in parallel? Under whih onditions on T will this yield a seure signryption?Somewhat surprisingly, we show a very general result: instantiating T as a ommitment sheme wouldenable us to both ahieve a signryption sheme and parallelize the expensive publi key operations.More preisely, relaxed ommitment is neessary and suÆient! In the following we explain this resultin more detail.Syntax. Clearly, the values (; d) produed by T (m) should be suh that m is reoverable from(; d), But whih exatly the syntax (but not yet the seurity) of a ommitment sheme, as de�nedin Setion 2.3. Namely, T ould be viewed as the message ommitment algorithm Commit, while themessage reovery algorithm is the opening algorithm Open, and we want Open(Commit(m)) = m. Fora tehnial reason, we will also assume there exists at most one valid  for every value of d. This isdone without loss of generally when ommitment shemes are used. Indeed, essentially all ommitmentshemes have, and an always be assumed to have, d = (m; r), where r is the randomness of Commit(m),and Open(; (m; r)) just heks if Commit(m; r) = (; (m; r)) before outputting m.Now, given any suh (possibly inseure) C = (Setup;Commit;Open), an enryption sheme E =(En-Gen;En;De) and a signature sheme S = (Sig-Gen;Sig;Ver), we de�ne a new ompositionparadigm, whih we all \ommit-then-enrypt-and-sign": shortly, CtE&S = (Gen;SigEn;VerDe).For simpliity, we assume for now that all the partiipants share the same ommon ommitment keyCK (e.g., generated by a trusted party). Gen(1k) is the same as for EtS and StE ompositions: setVEK = (VK;EK), SDK = (SK;DK). Now, to signrypt a message m from S to R, the sender S �rstruns (; d)  Commit(m), and outputs signryption u = (s; e), where s  SigS() and e  EnR(d).Namely, we sign the ommitment  and enrypt the deommitment d. To de-signrypt, the reeiver Rvalidates  = Msg(s) using VerS(s) and derypts d = DeR(e) (outputting ? if either fails). The �naloutput is ~m = Open(; d). Obviously, ~m = m if everybody is honest.Main Result. We have de�ned the new omposition paradigm CtE&S based purely on the syntatiproperties of C, E and S. Now we formulate whih seurity properties of C are neessary and suÆientso that our signryption CtE&S preserves the seurity of E and S. As in Setion 4, we onentrate onUF-CMA and IND-gCCA2 seurity. Our main result is as follows:Theorem 4 Assume that E is IND-gCCA2-seure, S is UF-CMA-seure and C satis�es the syntatiproperties of a ommitment sheme. Then, in the Insider-seurity model, we have:� CtE&S is IND-gCCA2-seure () C satis�es the hiding property.� CtE&S is UF-CMA-seure () C satis�es the relaxed binding property.Thus, CtE&S preserves seurity of E and S i� C is a seure relaxed ommitment. In partiular, anyseure regular ommitment C yields seure signryption CtE&S.We prove our theorem by proving two related lemmas of independent interest. De�ne auxiliary enryp-tion sheme E 0 = (En-Gen0;En0;De0) where (1) En-Gen0 = En-Gen, (2) En0(m) = (;En(d)), where(; d) Commit(m), and (3) De0(; e) = Open(;De(d)).12



Lemma 1 Assume E is IND-gCCA2-seure enryption. Then E 0 is IND-gCCA2-seure enryption i� Csatis�es the hiding property.The proof is given in Appendix D. Intuitively, the hiding property is neessary sine  is given\in the lear", and is suÆient sine E is IND-gCCA2-seure and there is at most one valid value of orresponding to every d (by our assumption).We note that the �rst part of Theorem 4 follows using exatly the same proof as Lemma 1. Only fewsmall hanges (omitted) are needed due to the fat that the ommitment is now signed. We remark onlythat IND-gCCA2 seurity is again important here. Informally, IND-gCCA2-seurity is robust to easilyreognizable and invertible hanges of the iphertext. Thus, signing the ommitment part | whih ispolynomially veri�able | does not spoil IND-gCCA2-seurity.We now move to the seond lemma. We de�ne auxiliary signature sheme S 0 = (Sig-Gen0;Sig0;Ver0) as follows: (1) Sig-Gen0 = Sig-Gen, (2) Sig0(m) = (Sig(); d), where, (; d)  Commit(m)), (3)Ver0(s; d) = sueed i� Ver(s) = sueed and Open(Msg(s); d) 6= ?.Lemma 2 Assume S is UF-CMA-seure signature. Then S 0 is UF-CMA-seure signature i� C satis�esthe relaxed binding property.The proof is given in Appendix E. Intuitively, modulo breaking the seurity of the signature S, theonly way to forge a new signature in S 0 is to \reuse" some Sig() and ome up with a some d0 whihopens  di�erent from the original deommitment d. And this is exatly what the relaxed bindingproperty of C guarantees. Notie, the binding an indeed be relaxed, sine the value of  is hosen bythe signing orale and not by the adversary.We note that the seond part of Theorem 4 follows using exatly the same proof as Lemma 2. Only fewsmall hanges are needed due to the fat that the deommitment is now enrypted (e.g., the adversaryhooses its own enryption keys and performs deryptions on its own). This ompletes the proof ofTheorem 4.Remark 2 We note that CtE&S ahieves non-repudiation by Lemma 2. Also note that the neessity ofrelaxed ommitments holds in the weaker Outsider-seurity model as well. Finally, we note that CtE&Sparadigm suessfully applies to the symmetri setting as well.Remark 3 We remark that in pratie, CtE&S ould be faster or slower than the sequential EtS andStE ompositions, depending on the spei�s C, E and S. For most eÆieny on the ommitment side,however, one an use the simple ommitment  = H(m; r), d = (m; r), where r is a short random stringand H is a ryptographi hash funtion (analyzed as a random orale). For provable seurity, one anuse an almost equally eÆient ommitment sheme of [11, 19℄ based on CRHF's.6 On-line/O�-line SignryptionPubli-key operations are expensive. Therefore, we examine the possibility of designing signryptionshemes whih ould be run in two phases: (1) the o�-line phase, performed before the messages to besignrypted is known; and (2) the on-line phase, whih uses the message and the pre-omputation ofthe o�-line stage, to eÆiently produe the required signryption. We show that the CtE&S paradigmis ideally suited for suh a task, but �rst we reall a similar notion for ordinary signatures.13



On-line/Off-line Signatures. On-line/O�-line signatures where introdued by Even et al. [15℄ whopresented a general methodology to transform any signature sheme into a more eÆient on-line/o�-line signature (by using so alled \one-time" signatures). Their onstrution, however, is mainly oftheoretial interest. Reently, Shamir and Tauman [31℄ introdued the following muh more eÆientmethod to generate on-line/o�-line signatures, whih they alled \hash-sign-swith". The idea is to usetrapdoor ommitments (see Setion 2.3) in the following way. The signer S hooses two pairs of keys:regular signing keys (SK;VK) Sig-Gen(1k), and trapdoor ommitment keys (TK;CK) Setup(1k). Skeeps (SK;TK) seret, and publishes (VK;CK). In the o�-line phase, S prepares (; d0) CommitCK(0),and s  SigSK(). In the on-line phase, when the message m arrives, S reates \fake" deommitment(; d) SwithTK((; d0);m) to m, and outputs (s; d) as the signature. To verify, the reeiver R heksthat s is a valid signature of  = Msg(s), and OpenCK(; d) = m.Notie, this is very similar to the auxiliary signature sheme S 0 we used in Lemma 2. The onlydi�erene is that the \fake" pair (; d) is used instead of Commit(m). However, by the trapdoor ollisionsproperty of trapdoor ommitments, we get that (; d) � Commit(m), and hene Lemma 2 | true forany ommitment sheme | implies that this modi�ed signature sheme is indeed seure (more detailedproof is given in [31℄). Thus, the resulting signature S 00 essentially returns the same (Sig(); d) as S 0,exept that the expensive signature Sig is omputed in the o�-line phase.\Hash-Sign-Swith" for Signryption. Now, we ould use the on-line/o�-line signature S 00 abovewith any of our omposition paradigms: EtS;StE or CtE&S. In all ases this would move the atualsigning operation into the o�-line phase. For example, EtS will (essentially) return (Sig((e)); d(e)),where e  En(m); while StE will return En(Sig((m)); d(m)). We ould also apply it \diretly" tothe CtE&S sheme. However, CtE&S sheme already uses ommitments! So let us see what happenswhen we use a trapdoor ommitment C instead of any general ommitment. We see that we still return(Sig();En(d)) (where (; d)  Swith(Commit(0);m) � Commit(m)), exept the expensive signaturepart is performed o�-line, exatly as we wish. Thus, CtE&S yields a more eÆient (and provably seureby Theorem 4) on-line/o�-line implementation than the one we get by blindly applying the \hash-sign-swith" tehnique to the EtS or StE shemes.We remark that in this sheme the trapdoor key TK has to be known to the sender, but not to thereeiver. Hene, eah user P has to generate its own pair (TK;CK) during key generation, keeping TKas part of SDKP . Also, P should use its own CKP when sending messages, and the sender's CK whenreeiving messages. Notie, sine trapdoor ommitments are information-theoretially hiding, there isno danger for the reeiver that the sender hooses a \bad" ommitment key (the hiding property issatis�ed for all CK's, and it is in sender's interest to hoose CK so that the binding is satis�ed as well).Adding On-line/Off-line Enryption. We have suessfully moved the expensive publi-key sig-nature to the o�-line phase. What about publi-key enryption? We an use the folklore tehnique ofintegrating publi- and seret-key enryptions: En0EK(m) = (EnEK(r); Er(m)). Namely, we enrypt arandom seret-key r for symmetri enryption E, and then enrypt the atual message m using E withthe key r. Clearly, we an do the (muh more expensive) publi-key enryption EnEK(r) in the o�-linestage. Surprisingly, this folklore tehnique, whih is being extensively used in pratie, has only reentlybeen formally analyzed in the CCA2-setting by [12℄. Translated to our terminology, IND-gCCA2-seureEn and E yield IND-gCCA2-seure En0 above ([12℄ showed this for regular IND-CCA2-seurity). As aside remark, in the random orale model, lever integration of publi- and seret-key enryption allowsus to get IND-CCA2-seure En0 starting from muh less seure base enryption En (e.g., see [16, 26℄).Thus, making enryption o�-line an also amplify its seurity in this setting.Final Sheme. To summarize, we get the following very eÆient on-line/o�-line signryption shemefrom any signature S, publi-key enryption E , trapdoor ommitment C, and symmetri enryption14



E: (1) in the o�-line stage generate (; d0)  CommitCKS (0), and prepare e1  EnEKR(r), ands  SigSKS(); (2) in the on-line stage, reate (; d)  SwithTKS((; d0);m), e2  Er(d), and re-turn (s; (e1; e2)). In essene, we eÆiently ompute and return (Sig(); (En(r); Er(d))), where (; d) �Commit(m). Sine the swithing operation and the symmetri enryption are usually very fast, we getsigni�ant eÆieny gain. Deryption and veri�ation are obvious.7 Multi-User SettingEven though it is easier to work in the two-user setting, we argued in detail in Setion 3.1 that onereally needs multi-user seurity for most appliations of signryption. This is preisely the topi of thissetion.Syntax. So far we have onentrated on the network of two users: the sender S and the reeiverR. One we move to the full-edged multi-user network, several new onerns arise. First, users mustnow have identities. We denote by IDP the identity of user P . We do not impose any onstraintson the identities, other than they should be easily reognizable by everyone in the network, and thatusers an easily obtain the publi key VEKP from IDP (e.g., IDP ould be VEKP ). Next, we hangethe syntax of the signryption algorithm SigEn to both take and output the identity of the sender andthe reeiver. Spei�ally, (1) the signryption for user S, on input, (m; IDS0 ; IDR0), uses VEKR0 andgenerates (u; IDS; IDR0) provided IDS = IDS0 ; (2) the de-signryption for user R, on input (u; IDS0 ; IDR0),uses VEKS0 and outputs ~m provided IDR = IDR0 . It must be lear from whih S0 the message ~m amefrom. Otherwise this will not be able to satisfy the seurity property desribed below.Seurity. To break the Outsider-seurity between a pair of designated users S and R, A is assumedto have all the seret keys beside SDKS and SDKR, and has aess to the signryption orale of S(whih it an all with any IDR0 and not just IDR) and the de-signryption orale for R (whih it anall with any IDS0 and not just IDS). Naturally, to break the UF-CMA-seurity, A has to ome up witha valid signryption (u; IDS ; IDR) of the message m suh that (m; IDS ; IDR) was not queried earlier tothe signryption orale of S. Similarly, to break IND-gCCA2-seurity of enryption, A has to omeup with m0 and m1 suh that it an distinguish SigEn(m0; IDS ; IDR) from SigEn(m1; IDS; IDR). Ofourse, given a hallenge (u; IDS; IDR), A is disallowed to ask the de-signryption orale for R a query(u0; IDS ; IDR) where R(u; u0) = true.We de�ne Insider-seurity in an analogous manner, exept now the adversary has all the seret keysexept SDKS when attaking authentiity or SDKR when attaking privay. Also, for UF-CMA-seurity,a forgery (u; IDS ; IDR0) of a message m is \new" as long as (m; IDS ; IDR0) was not queried (even though(m; IDS ; IDR00) ould be queried). Similarly, A ould hoose to distinguish signryptions (m0; IDS0 ; IDR)from (m1; IDS0 ; IDR) (for any S0), and only has the natural restrition on asking de-signryption queriesof the form (u; IDS0 ; IDR), but has no restritions on using IDS00 6= IDS0 .Extending Signryption. We an see that the signryption algorithms that we use so far have tobe upgraded, so that they use the new inputs IDS and IDR in non-trivial manner. For example, if theEtS method is used in the multi-user setting, the adversary A an easily break the gCCA2-seurity,even in the Outsider-model. Indeed, given the hallenge u = (SigS(e); IDS ; IDR), where e = EnR(mb),A an replae the sender's signature with its own by omputing u0 = (SigA(e); IDA; IDR) and ask R tode-signrypt it. Sine A has no restritions on using IDA 6= IDS in its de-signryption orale queries,A an e�etively obtain the deryption of e (i.e. mb). Similar attak on enryption holds for the StEsheme, while in CtE&S both the enryption and the signature su�er from these trivial attaks. In otherwords, the shemes we designed so far su�er from the identity fraud, sine the signryption does not15



\bind together" the message with the identities of the sender and the reipient, allowing the adversaryto freely tamper with these identities.It turns out there is a general simple solution to this problem for all the shemes we onsidered sofar: namely, the shemes build from general signature and enryption. Spei�ally, whatever seuritywas proven in the two-user setting remains unhanged for the multi-user setting as long as we followthese simple hanges to \bind" the message and the identities:1. Whenever enrypting something, inlude the identity of the sender IDS together with the enryptedmessage.2. Whenever signing something, inlude the identity of the reeiver IDR together with the signedmessage.3. On the reeiving side, whenever either the identity of the sender or of the reeiver do not mathwhat is expeted, output ?.Hene, we get the following new analogs for EtS, StE and CtE&S in the multi-user setting:� EtS returns (SigS(EnR(m; IDS); IDR); IDS; IDR).� StE returns (EnR(SigS(m; IDR); IDS); IDS; IDR).� CtE&S returns (SigS(; IDR);EnR(d; IDS); IDS ; IDR), where (; d) Commit(m).The formal justi�ation for our generi transformation follows by a tedious, but straightforward exten-sion of the orresponding proofs for two-user setting. We omit the details to the full version.8 On CCA2 Seurity and Strong UnforgeabilityThis setion will be mainly dediated to the onventional notion of CCA2-attak for enryption. Muhof the disussion also applies to a related notion of strong unforgeability, sUF, for signatures. Despitethe fat that one spei�es the attak model, and the other | the adversary's goal, we will see that therelation between gCCA2/CCA2, and UF/sUF notions is quite similar. We will argue that: (1) gCCA2-attak and UF-seurity are better suited for a \good" de�nition than their stronger but syntatially illCCA2 and sUF ounterparts; (2) it is unlikely that the extra strength of CCA2 w.r.t. gCCA2 and sUFw.r.t. UF will �nd any useful appliations.Of ourse, what is stated above is a subjetive opinion. Therefore, for omplete referene we brieyindiate in Appendix F whih of our previous results for signryption (stated for gCCA2/UF notions)extend to the CCA2/sUF notions. Roughly, half of the impliations still hold, while the other half failsto do so. As one representative example, EtS is no longer CCA2-seure even if E is CCA2-seure. A\ounter-example" omes when we use a perfetly possible UF-CMA-seure signature sheme S whihalways appends a useless bit during signing. By simply ipping this bit on the hallenge iphertext,CCA2-adversary is now \allowed" to use the deryption orale and reover the plaintext. The arti�ialnature of this \ounter-example" is perfetly highlighted by Theorem 1, whih shows that the IND-gCCA2-seurity of EtS is preserved.Definitional Neessity. Even more expliitly, appending a useless (but harmless) bit to a CCA2-seure enryption no longer leaves it CCA2-seure. It seems a little disturbing that this learly harmless(albeit useless) modi�ation does not satisfy the de�nition of \seure enryption". The ommon answerto the above ritiism is that there is nothing wrong if we beame overly strit with our de�nitions, as16



long as (1) the de�nitions do not allow for \inseure" shemes; and (2) we an meet them. In otherwords, the fat that some seure, but \useless" onstrutions are ruled out an be tolerated. However,as we illustrated for the �rst time, the onventional CCA2 notion does rule out some seure \useful"onstrutions as well. For example, it might have led one to believe that the EtS sheme is generiallyinseure and should be avoided, while we showed that this is not the ase.Relation to Non-malleability. We reall that the onept of indistinguishability is very usefulin terms of proving shemes seure, but it is not really \natural". It is generally believed that a moreuseful seurity notion | and the one really important in appliations | is that of non-malleability [14℄(denoted NM), whih we explain in a seond. Lukily, it is known [14, 4℄ that IND-CCA2 is equivalentto NM-CCA2, whih \justi�es" the use of IND-CCA2 as a simpler notion to work with. And now thatwe relaxed IND-CCA2 to IND-gCCA2, a valid onern arises that we loose the above equivalene, andtherefore the justi�ation for using indistinguishability as our seurity notion. A loser look, however,reveals that this onern is merely a syntati triviality. Let us explain.In essene, NM-seurity roughly states the following: upon seeing some unknown iphertext e, theonly thing the adversary an extrat | whih bears any relevane to the orresponding plaintext m |is the enryption of this plaintext (whih the adversary has anyway). The urrent formalization of non-malleability additionally requires that the only suh enryption e0 that A an get is e itself. However,unlike the �rst property, the last requirement does not seem ruial, provided that anybody an tell thatthe iphertext e0 enrypts the same message as e, by only looking at e and e0. In other words, thereould possibly be no harm even if A an generate e0 6= e: anyone an tell that De(e) = De(e0), sothere is no point to even hange e to e0. Indeed, we an relax the formalization of non-malleability (allif gNM) by using a deryption-respeting relation R, just like we did for the CCA2 attak: namely, A isnot onsidered suessful if it outputs e0 s.t. R(e; e0) = true. One this is done, the equivalene between\gNM-CCA2" and IND-gCCA2 holds again.Appliational Neessity. The above argument also indiates that gCCA2-seurity is suÆient forall appliations where hosen iphertext seurity matters (e.g., those in [32, 9, 8℄). Moreover, it isprobably still a slight overkill in terms of a neessary and suÆient formalization of \seure enryption"from the appliational point of view. Indeed, we tried to relax the notion of CCA2-seurity to theminimum extent possible, just to avoid the syntati problems of CCA2-seurity. In partiular, we arenot aware of any \natural" enryption sheme in the gap between gCCA2 and CCA2-seurity.5 Theonly thing we are saying is that the notion of gCCA2 seurity is more robust to syntati issues, seemsmore appliable for studying generi properties of \seure enryption", while also being suÆient for itsappliations.Strong Unforgeability. Finally, we briey remark on the onept of sUF-seurity for signatures.To the best of our knowledge, the extra guarantees of this onept have no realisti appliations (whilesu�ering similar syntati problems as CCA2-seurity does). Indeed, one the message m is signed,there is no use to produe a di�erent signature of the same message: the adversary already has a validsignature of m. The only \appliation" we are aware of is building CCA2-seure enryption from aCPA-seure enryption, via the EtS method. As we demonstrated in Theorem 2, sUF-seurity is nolonger neessarily one we aept the onept of gCCA2-seurity.5In other words, the separating examples we know about all start with a CCA2-seure enryption, and make a moreompliated \ounter-example" out of it. Very reently, a natural separation was given by [13℄, but for the setting ofbroadast (rather than ordinary) enryption.
17
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A Proof of Theorem 1We sketh the proofs of all four laims.(1) UF-CMA-seurity of EtS. Take any forger A0 for the EtS. We an easily onstrut the forgerA for S that has idential probability of forging signatures. A views the keys of S as (SKS ;VKS), andby itself piks a pair of enryption keys (EKR;DKR)  En-Gen(1k). A then hands (EKR;DKR;VKS)to A0, as the publi key of the indued signature sheme. Next, A an easily simulate the signryptionquery of A0 for message m0 by �rst reating e0  EnR(m0) and then asking the signing orale for S tosign e0. Finally, when A0 produes a forgery u for EtS, A outputs u as well. Notie that if u is a validsignryption of some new message m (w.r.t. EtS), then u is a valid signature of e = Msg(u) (w.r.t. S).Moreover, sine m is new, m = DeR(e) and the enryption E is ommitting, e ould not have beensigned by the signing orale, so e is indeed a new message w.r.t. S.(2) UF-CMA-seurity of StE. The proof is ompletely idential to the above with few minor di�er-enes. Now, A simulates the signryption query m0 of A0 by �rst asking the orale for S to produe thesignature s0 for m0, and then returning u0  EnR(s0). Similarly, when A0 produes a forged signryp-tion u of a new message m (w.r.t. StE), A outputs DeR(u) (whih it an do eÆiently). Finally, notiethat if u is a valid signryption of some new m (w.r.t. StE), then s = DeR(u) is a valid signature ofthis new m (w.r.t. S).(3) IND-gCCA2-seurity of EtS. As a new element with gCCA2-seurity, we �rst have to deal withthe equivalene relation. So let R be the equivalene relation w.r.t. whih E is seure. We de�ne theequivalene relation for the indued enryption R0 for EtS to be R0(u1; u2) = R(e1; e2), if eah ui isvalid signature of ei = Msg(ui) w.r.t. VKR, and false otherwise. We hek that R0 is deryption-respeting. Indeed, for R0(u1; u2) = true, we have that eah ui is a valid signature of ei, and also thatDeR(e1) = DeR(e2) (sine R is deryption-respeting), whih means that VerDe(u1) = VerDe(u2)indeed.Now, assume EtS is not CCA2 seure w.r.t. R0. We show that the same holds for E w.r.t. to Ras well. To do this, we take any distinguisher A0 for EtS and onstrut A for E as follows. A viewsthe keys of E as (EKR;DKR), and by itself piks a pair of signing keys (SKS ;VKS)  Sig-Gen(1k). Athen hands (EKR;SKS ;VKS) to A0, as the publi key of the indued enryption sheme. To simulatethe de-signryption query u0 made by A0, A �rst heks that u0 is a valid signature of e0 = Msg(u0)(if not, it returns ?), and then asks its own deryption orale to derypt e0. Next, when A0 outputsa pair of messages m0 and m1, A0 outputs the same pair. Then, when A by itself gets the hallengee = EnR(mb) (for unknown b), it hands u  SigS(e) to A0. Now, the de�nition of R0 tells us that A0is disallowed to de-signrypt any u0 whih a valid signature of e0 satisfying R(e; e0) = true. But suhe0 are the only queries that A itself is disallowed to ask its deryption orale! Thus, A an still handleall the legal de-signryption queries of A0, in the same manner as before. Finally, A outputs the sameguess b0 that A0 outputs, whih learly gives A the same probability of being orret as A0 has.(4) IND-gCCA2-seurity of StE. Again, the proof is very similar to the above with few smalldi�erenes. First, the relation R0 is now the same as the relation R. Notie, it is deryption-respetingw.r.t. StE sine if R(u1; u2) = true, it means that s1 = DeR(u1) = DeR(u2) = s2 (sine R isderyption-respeting w.r.t. E), and this implies that m1 = Msg(s1) = Msg(s2) = m2. Seond,A simulates the de-signryption query u0 made by A0, by �rst derypting u0 into s0 (using its ownderyption orale), and then heking if s0 is a valid signature of m0 = Msg(s0). Third, when A0 outputsa pair of messages m0 and m1, A0 outputs s0 and s1, where si = SigS(mi) (notie, A an sign by itself),and then gives A0 the same hallenge u = EnR(sb) it gets. Finally, the de�nition of R0 = R tells us20



that A0 is disallowed to de-signrypt any u0 satisfying R(u; u0) = true, whih again are the only queriesthat A itself is disallowed to ask its deryption orale!B Proof of Theorem 2The proof of UF-CMA-seurity is the same as in Theorem 1, sine we did not use the seurity ofenryption there. Thus, we onentrate on showing IND-gCCA2-seurity. First, we de�ne the equivalenerelation R0 by: R0(u1; u2) = (e1 ?= e2), if eah ui is a valid signature of ei = Msg(ui) w.r.t. VKR,and false otherwise. We already heked in Theorem 1 that this R0 is deryption-respeting (as itorresponds to R being the equality relation).Next, let A0 be the adversary breaking IND-gCCA2-seurity of EtS in the Outsider-seurity model.Reall, A0 only knows pub = (EKR;VKS), but has aess to the signryption and the de-signryptionorales SigEn and VerDe. By assumption, Pr(~b = b) � 12 + ", where the probability is taken over theall the randomness needed to perform the run of A0 (as desribed in Setion 3), b is the real index of themessage being signrypted, and ~b is the guess of A0. Let Forged denote the following event: somewhereduring its run, A0 alled its de-signryption orale VerDe on some value u satisfying:1. u is a valid signature of e = Msg(u) w.r.t. S, i.e. VerS(u) = sueed; and2. u was not given to A0 by the signryption orale SigEn so far.Intuitively, if Forged happened, than A0 broke the seurity of signature S, else the de-signryption oraleVerDe is useless, and A0 breaks IND-CPA-seurity of E . Formally, we have" � Pr�b = ~b�� 12 = �Pr(b = ~b ^ Forged) + Pr(b = ~b ^ Forged)�� 12� Pr(Forged) +�Pr(b = ~b ^ Forged)� 12�Hene, we either have Pr(Forged) � "2 , or Pr(b = ~b ^ Forged) � 12 + "2 . We treat these separately.Case 1: Pr(Forged) � "2 . We show that we an onstrut forger A1 whih breaks UF-CMA-seurityof S, whih is a ontradition. Our forger A1 behaves exatly in the same way as the forger in theproof of Theorem 1, exept: (1) it simulates the signryption orale SigEn as before by asking its ownsigning orale to sign e EnR(m); (2) it simulates the de-signryption orale (whih was not neessaryin Theorem 1) expliitly using its knowledge of DKR whih it had piked; (3) it does not wait for A0to omplete, but instead waits for the event Forged to happen (whih it an easily hek by itself),and outputs forgery u when u triggering Forged is given by A0; (4) it announes failure if Forged doesnot happen during the run of A0. By the assumption that Pr(Forged) � "=2, A1 indeed ontraditsUF-CMA-seurity of S.Case 2: Pr(b = ~b ^ Forged) � 12+ "2 . First, we note that when Forged does not happen, all the queriesu0 that A0 gives to VerDe have one of the following two forms: (a) VerS(u0) = fail; or (b) u0 was alreadyreturned by SigEn on some query m0. Well, in type (a) queries A0 an hek by itself that VerDe willreturn ? sine the \outside" signature does not hek, while in type (b) queries there was no need tosubmit u0 in the �rst plae, sine A0 already knows the answer m0. Overall, the de-signryption oraleis useless: A0 an ompute all the answers by itself and CPA-seurity suÆes.Formally, we show that we an onstrut an adversary A2 whih would break the IND-CPA-seurityof E . Again, A2 behaves the same as the adversary used in Theorem 1, exept: (1) it simulates the21



signryption orale (whih was not neessary in Theorem 1) expliitly using its knowledge of SKS whihit had piked; (2) it keeps trak of all the pairs (m0; u0) that were simulated by the signryption orale;(3) it announes failure if the event Forged ever happens (whih it an easily hek); (4) it simulates thede-signryption orale on u0 by outputting ? on type (a) queries, and outputting the orresponding m0on type (b) queries (by using the table kept in rule (2)). It is lear than if Forged does not happen, A2exatly simulates the behavior of A0, and hene sueeds with overall probability at least 12 + "2 .C Proof of Theorem 3The proof of IND-gCCA2-seurity is the same as in Theorem 1, sine we did not use the seurity ofsignature there. Thus, we onentrate on showing UF-CMA-seurity. Let A0 by PPT adversary trying tobreak UF-CMA-seurity of StE in the Outsider-seurity model. Reall, A0 only knows pub = (EKR;VKS),but has aess to signryption and the de-signryption orales SigEn and VerDe. Let m1; : : : ;mt bethe queries A0 asked the signryption orale, and u1; : : : ; ut be the orresponding answers. Without lossof generality, we assume that A0 never asks its de-signryption orale any query u0 whih is equivalent toone of the ui's returned so far, i.e. where R0(u0; ui) = true (reall from Theorem 1 that the equivalenerelation for StE was R0 = R, i.e. the same as that for E). Indeed, sine R0 an be evaluated by A0, andR0 is deryption-respeting, there is no need for A to ask suh a query | it already knows the answermi.Now, we use the standard hybrid argument. Let Env0 denote the usual environment for A0, whihhonestly answers all the signryption and de-signryption queries of A0. Spei�ally, the signryptionquery mi is answered by generating si  SigS(mi) and returning ui  EnR(si). Let Su0(A0) be thesuess probability (i.e., that of forging a new signryption) of A0 in Env0. Next, we de�ne the following\hybrid" environments Envj , 1 � j � t. Eah Envj is idential to Env0 above, exept for one aspet:for the �rst j queries mi (1 � i � j) to the signryption orale, instead of returning ui  EnR(si),Envi returns a random enryption of 0: ui  EnR(0). We let Suj(A0) be the suess probability ofA0 in Envj . Notie, Envt answers all t queries \inorretly".We make two laims: (a) using the IND-gCCA2-seurity of E , no PPT adversary A0 an distinguishEnvj�1 from Envj, for any 1 � j � t, i.e. Suj�1(A0) � Suj(A0) � negl(k); (2) using UF-NMA-seurity of S, Sut(A0) � negl(k), for any PPT A0. Combined, laims (a) and (b) imply our theorem,sine t is polynomial and Su0(A0) � (t+ 1) � negl(k) = negl(k).Proof of Claim (a). If for some A0, Suj�1(A0)� Suj(A0) > " for non-negligible ", we reate A1that will break the IND-gCCA2-seurity of E with probability ". A1 views the keys of E as (EKR;DKR),by itself piks a pair of signing keys (SKS ;VKS)  Sig-Gen(1k), and hands pub = (EKR;VKS) to A0.A1 simulates all the de-signryption queries u0 of A0 by using its own deryption orale on u0, and thenvalidating the signature s it gets bak, before returning the messagem = Msg(s) to A0. Simulation of thesignryption orale is more intriate. A1 simulates the �rst (j�1) signryption queries ui \inorretly",by returning ui  EnR(0). At the j-th query mj, A1 sets sj  SigS(mj) and laims to distinguishthe enryption of sj from the enryption of 0. When given to distinguish an enryption (all it uj foronsisteny) of either 0 or sj , A1 hands uj to A0 as a signryption of mj. From that point on, all theremaining signryption queries mi are answered \orretly": ui  EnR(SigS(mi)).After A0 returns a andidate forgery u, A1 heks if u is indeed a valid forgery by: (1) heking thatu is not equivalent to any of the ui's, inluding uj; (2) using its deryption orale on u, thus obtainingthe presumed signature s; (3) validating that s is a valid signature of m = Msg(u); and (4) hekingthat m 62 fm1 : : : mtg. If all of the above sueed, A1 guesses that the hallenge uj was the enryptionof sj (i.e., A0 was run in Envj�1), else it ips a random oin. We note that if uj was the enryption of22



sj, we indeed ran A0 in Envj�1, otherwise, we ran it in Envj . From the assumption, we get that theprobability of A1 being orret is 12 + "2 , a ontradition.However, to omplete the proof of laim (a), we also need to hek that A1 never asked its deryptionorale to derypt some u0 equivalent (w.r.t. R) to the hallenge uj. But we assumed that A0 never asksits de-signryption orale a query u0 equivalent (w.r.t. R0) to any of the ui's (in partiular, uj). SineR0 = R and A1 only uses the deryption orales to answer de-signryption queries of A0 and to deryptu, this is indeed so.Proof of Claim (b). We note that in Envt, the questions to the signryption orale are \useless":A0 ould have gotten the answers by itself by returning EnR(0). More formally, assuming A0 forgesa new signryption with probability " in Envt, we an build a forger A2 for S that will ontraditthe UF-NMA-seurity of S. A2 views the keys of S as (SKS ;VKS), by itself piks a pair of enryptionkeys (EKR;DKR) En-Gen(1k), and hands pub = (EKR;VKS) to A0. From there on, A2 simulates thede-signryption queries u0 by getting s0 = DeR(u0) and returningm0 = Msg(s0) if VerR(s0) = sueed. Italso simulates the signryption queries by returning EnR(0). When A0 returns a forgery u, A2 outputss = De(u). It is easy to see that A2 exatly rereates Envt, ompleting the proof.D Proof of Lemma 1For one diretion, we show that if C does not satisfy the hiding property, then E annot even be IND-CPA-seure, let alone IND-gCCA2-seure. Indeed, if some adversary A an �nd m0;m1 s.t. (m0) 6� (m1),then obviously En0(m0) � ((m0);En(d(m0))) 6� ((m1);En(d(m1))) � En0(m1), ontraditing IND-CPA-seurity.Conversely, assume C satis�es the hiding property, and let R be the deryption-respeting equiv-alene relation w.r.t. whih E is IND-CCA2-seure. We let the equivalene relation R0 for E 0 beR0((1; e1); (2; e2)) = true i� R(e1; e2) = true and 1 = 2. It is easy to see that R0 is deryption-respeting, sine if di = De(ei), then R0((1; e1); (2; e2)) = true implies that (1; d1) = (2; d2), whihimplies that m1 = Open(1; d1) = Open(2; d2) = m2.We now show IND-CCA2-seurity of E 0 w.r.t. R0. For that, let Env1 denote the usual environmentwhere we plae any adversary A0 for E 0. Namely, (1) in �nd Env1 honestly answers the deryptionqueries of A0; (2) after m0 and m1 are seleted, Env1 piks a random b, sets (b; db)  Commit(mb),eb  En(db) and returns ~e = En0(mb) = (b; eb); (3) in guess, Env1 honestly answers deryptionquery e0 = (; e) provided R0(e0; ~e) = false. We an assume that A0 never asks a query (; e) whereR(e; eb) = true but  6= b. Indeed, by our assumption only the value  = b will hek with db, so theanswer to queries with  6= b is ? (and A0 knows it). Hene, we an assume that R0(e0; ~e) = falseimplies that R0(e; eb) = false. We let Su1(A0) denote the probability A0 sueeds in prediting b.Then, we de�ne the following \fake" environment Env2. It is idential to Env1 above, exept for oneaspet: in step (2) it would return bogus enryption ~e = ((0); eb), i.e. puts the ommitment to the zerostring 0 instead of the expeted b. In partiular, step (3) is the same as before with the understandingthat R0(e0; ~e) is evaluated with the fake hallenge ~e. We let Su2(A0) be the suess probability of Ain Env2.We make two laims: (a) using the hiding property of C, no PPT adversary A0 an distinguish Env1from Env2, i.e. jSu1(A0) � Su2(A0)j � negl(k); (b) using IND-gCCA2-seurity of E , Su2(A0) <12 + negl(k), for any PPT A0. Combined, laims (a) and (b) imply the lemma.Proof of Claim (a). If for some A0, Su1(A0) � Su2(A0) > " for non-negligible ", we reate A1that will break the hiding property of C. A1 piks (EK;DK)  En-Gen(1k) by itself, and runs A023



(answering its deryption queries using DK) until A0 outputs m0 and m1. At this stage A1 piks arandom b f0; 1g, and laims to be able to distinguish (0) from b = (mb). When presented with ~| a ommitment to either 0 or mb | A1 will return to A0 the \iphertext" ~e = (~; eb). A1 will thenagain run A0 to ompletion refusing to derypt e0 suh that R0(e0; ~e) = true. When A0 outputs ~b, A1says that the message was mb if A0 sueeds (~b = b), and says 0 otherwise. It is easy to hek thatin ase ~ = (mb) = b, A0 was run exatly in Env1, otherwise | in Env2, whih easily implies thatPr(A1 sueeds) � 12 + "2 , a ontradition.Proof of Claim (b). If for some A0, Su2(A0) > 12 + ", we reate A2 whih will break IND-gCCA2-seurity of E . Spei�ally, A2 an simulate the deryption query e0 = (; e) of A0 by asking its ownderyption orale to derypt d = De(e), and returning Open(; d). When A0 outputs m0 and m1, A2sets (i; di) Commit(mi) and laims to distinguish d0 and d1. When given hallenge eb  En(db) forunknown b, A2 gives A0 the hallenge ~e = ((0); eb). Then, again, A2 uses its own deryption orale toanswer all queries e0 = (; e) as long as R0(e0; ~e) = false. From the de�nition of R0 and our assumptionearlier, we see that R(e; eb) = false as well, so all suh queries are legal. Sine A2 exatly rereates theenvironment Env2 for A0, A2 sueeds with probability Su2(A0) > 12 + ".E Proof of Lemma 2For one diretion, we show that if C does not satisfy the relaxed binding property, then S 0 annotbe UF-CMA-seure. Indeed, assume for some adversary A an produe m suh that when (; d)  Commit(m) is generated and given to A, A an �nd (with non-negligible probability ") a value d0 suhthat Open(; d0) = m0 and m0 6= m. We build a forger A0 for S 0 using A. A0 gets m from A, and asksits signing orale to sign m. A0 gets bak (s; d), where s is a valid signature of , and (; d) is a randomommitment pair for m. A0 gives (; d) to A, and gets bak (with probability ") the value d0 suh thatOpen(; d0) = m0 di�erent from m. But then (s; d0) is a valid signature (w.r.t. S 0) of a \new" messagem0, ontraditing the UF-CMA-seurity of S.Conversely, assume some forger A0 breaks the UF-CMA-seurity of S 0 with non-negligible probability". Assume A0 made (wlog exatly) t = t(k) orale queries to Sig0 for some polynomial t(k). For 1 � i � t,we letmi be the i-th message A0 asked to sign, and (si; di) be its signature (where (i; di) Commit(mi)and si  Sig(i)). We also let m; s; d;  have similar meaning for the message that A0 forged. Finally,let Forged denote the event that  62 f1; : : : ; tg. Notie," < Pr(A0 sueeds) = Pr(A0 sueeds ^ Forged) + Pr(A0 sueeds ^ Forged)Thus, at least one of the probabilities above is � "=2. We show that the �rst ase ontradits theUF-CMA-seurity of S, while the seond ase ontradits the relaxed binding property of C.Case 1: Pr(A0 sueeds ^ Forged) � "=2. We onstrut a forger A1 for S. It simulates the run ofA0 by generating a ommitment key CK by itself, and using its own signing orale to answer the signingqueries of A0: set (i; di)  Commit(mi), get si  Sig0(i) from the orale, and return (si; di). WhenA0 forges a signature (s; d) of m w.r.t. S 0, A1 forges a signature s of  w.r.t. S. Notie,  is a \newforgery" in S i� Forged happens. Hene, A1 sueeds with probability at least "=2, a ontradition toUF-CMA-seurity of S.Case 2: Pr(A0 sueeds ^ Forged) � "=2. We onstrut an adversary A2 ontraditing the relaxedbinding property of C. A2 will generate its own key pair (SK;VK)  Sig-Gen(1k), and will also pik arandom index 1 � i � t. It simulates the run of A0 in a standard manner (same way as A1 above) up tothe point where A0 asks its i-th query mi. At this stage A2 outputs mi as its output to the �nd stage.24



When reeiving bak random (i; di)  Commit(mi), it uses them to sign mi as before (i.e., returns(Sig(i); di) to A0), and keeps simulating the run of A0 in the usual manner. When A outputs the forgery(s; d) of a message m, A2 heks if i =  (Msg(s)) and mi 6= m. If this fails, it fails as well. Otherwise,it outputs d as its �nal output to the ollide stage. We note that when Forged does not happen, i.e. 2 f1 : : : tg, we have  = i with probability at least 1=t. Thus, with overall non-negligible probability"=(2t) we have that: (1) m 6= mi (A0 outputs a new message m); (2) i =  (Forged did not happen andA2 orretly guessed i suh that i = ); (3) Open(; d) = m and Open(; di) = mi. But this exatlymeans that A2 broke the relaxed binding property of C, a ontradition.F Summary of Impliations for CCA2/sUF NotionsWe indiate whih of our results for signryption (stated for gCCA2/UF notions) extend to the CCA2/sUFnotions.Enrypt-then-sign EtS. EtS signryption preserves sUF unforgeability for signatures (sine thesignature is applied on the outside layer). However, EtS does not in general preserve the CCA2-seurityfor the enryption. In partiular, CCA2-seurity is not preserved in the Insider-seurity model as long asthe signature is probabilisti. Indeed, the sender S an always regenerate a new signature of e = Msg(u),when given the hallenge u to de-signrypt. In the Outsider-seurity model, CCA2-seurity is notneessarily preserved as well, provided the signature S is not strongly unforgeable. Indeed, if S allowsthe adversary to obtain a di�erent signature of the same message (e.g., the last bit of the signature is\useless"), then the adversary an derypt u = SigS(e) by simply hanging u to a di�erent signatureu0 of e, and asking its orale to de-signrypt u0 (whih is now arti�ially \di�erent" from the hallengeu). On a positive note, if S is sUF-CMA-seure, then we easily obtain the analog of Theorem 2 in theOutsider-model: EtS ampli�es the seurity of E from CPA to CCA2 level.Sign-then-enrypt StE. The results get ompletely \reversed" ompared with the EtS signryption.Now, IND-CCA2-seurity is preserved (sine the enryption is applied on the outside layer). However,StE does not in general preserve the sUF-CMA-seurity for the signature. In partiular, sUF-CMA-seurity is never preserved in the Insider-seurity model sine the enryption must be probabilisti.Indeed, the reeiver R an always regenerate a new enryption of s = DeR(u), resulting in a newsignryption of the same message. In the Outsider-seurity model, sUF-CMA-seurity is not neessarilypreserved as well, provided the equivalene relation of the IND-gCCA2-seure enryption sheme E isnot the identity and E allows the adversary to obtain a di�erent enryption of the same message (e.g.,the last bit of the enryption is \useless"). Indeed, then the adversary an forge a new signryptionof the same message by simply hanging u = EnR(s) to a di�erent enryption u0 of s. On a positivenote, if E is IND-CCA2-seure, then we easily obtain the analog of Theorem 3 in the Outsider-model:StE ampli�es the seurity of S from UF-NMA to sUF-CMA level.Commit-then-enrypt-and-sign CtE&S. First, the auxiliary Lemma 1 about En0(m) = (;En(d))still holds. Indeed, the equivalene relation R0 remains the equality relation when R is the equalityrelation. On the other hand, Lemma 2 about Sig0(m) = (Sig(); d) does not hold as stated, sine relaxedbinding leaves open the possibility of �nding a value d0 6= d suh that Open(; d) = Open(; d0) (say,the last bit of d is \useless"). However, if we strengthen the relaxed binding property to say thatone annot even �nd a di�erent ommitment pair (; d0) to the same message, then sUF-CMA-seuritywill be preserved in Lemma 2. In any event, despite these results for auxiliary lemmas, the analog ofTheorem 4 does not hold in the Insider-seurity model for either IND-CCA2 or sUF-CMA, sine signaturesand enryptions are usually probabilisti. 25


